5 March 2021

Upcoming Dates
March

April

Monday 8th
Tuesday 9th
Wednesday 10th
Friday 12th
Wednesday 17
Friday 19th

th

Friday 26th
th

Monday 29
Tuesday 30th
Wednesday 31st

Labour Day
Interrelate Year 5/6 commences
Year 5 Yarra Hills excursion
Harmony Day
Melba Taster Year 6
District Sport Year 5 and 6
Royal Children’s Hospital Free
Dress Fundraiser
School Council
House Cross Country
School Photo Day

April
st

Thursday 1
Friday 2nd

Monday 19th
Tuesday 20th
Friday 23rd

Term 2 Commences
District Tennis
House Athletics

Tuesday 27th

Toastmasters Year 6
Healesville Sanctuary Year 2
Super Speak Commences Year 5

Thursday 29th

May
Wednesday 5th
Thursday 6th

Science Dome Year 5/6
2022 Foundation Information Evening
Mother’s Day Stall

Friday 28th

Curriculum Day

Last Day of First Term 1: 2-30pm
Dismissal
Good Friday

Principal’s Report
It was wonderful seeing parents back on site and meeting with teachers during last week’s parent / teacher
interviews. I hope you found the time with your child’s teacher valuable and that it continued to foster the
partnership between home and school. Interschool sport resumed with district swimming and we were able to
conduct face to face School Council and Family and Friends meetings. Private onsite music lessons are up and
running, tennis is not far away and we are also working towards parent helpers resuming from Term 2. Please stay
tuned to Compass as a number of excursions are also in the final stages of planning.
Family and Friends
Thank you to all members of our Family and Friends Network. At last week’s meeting a number of exciting events
were planned for 2021. They will provide enjoyable experiences for our students and also opportunities for our
community to come together.
Key updates from the meeting include:







Regular Subway and Sushi lunches
Free Dress Days
Easter Raffle
Mother’s and Father’s Day Stalls
Special lunches. For example, footy day, pizza and hot dogs
The return of our Colour Run- Friday 12 November

Please continue to check Compass for further updates.

District Swimming
A mixture of nerves and excitement were evident when our district swimming team took to the pool on Friday 19
February. All of our students applied themselves well and should be proud of their efforts. Whether it be heats, finals
or progressing through to the next level of competition all students gave it their all and embraced the challenge.

Earlier this week, Samuel and our girls’ relay team comprising of Kate, Kayla, Millie and Jordyn competed at the
division carnival. Again, a wonderful achievement by all. The girls finished in second place and now progress to the
regional carnival. Best of luck!!
Sibling Enrolment
I know it is early in the year but to assist us with planning could any current families with a younger sibling joining
Ruskin Park next year please complete an enrolment form and submit it to the office. We are awaiting key dates
from the Department before finalising our transition program but this should be available in the very near future. If
you have any questions regarding 2022 enrolments please come and see me.
Car Parking
I met with one of Maroondah Council’s traffic experts recently as we continue to monitor traffic flow in Ruskin
Avenue and surrounding areas. Future visits are planned in the coming weeks and council engineers will then
provide potential options to improve current parking arrangements.
A reminder to families using Before School Care to please not use the staff car park if arriving after 7:50am. It gets
busy from this time with staff arriving and it can be dangerous with cars trying to exit while others are entering.
Thank you in advance for your continued support.
Andrew Moore
Principal

Assistant Principal’s Report
On Friday we conducted an experiment at Assembly around student thoughts on gender stereotypes and
occupations. We asked 6 classes to choose 6 students each. From each class, two students were asked to draw a
picture of fighter pilots, two to draw firemen and two to draw surgeons. We asked them to give their person a name
and also write down some of their traits. We then watched the clip “A Class that Turned Around Kid’s Assumptions
on Gender Roles.” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G3Aweo-74kY
As I suspected, the majority of pictures drawn for these occupations were of men performing the role. In fact, of the
approximately 36 students who drew pictures, only three drew women performing the role. After this realisation
across the school- and the facial expressions were really worth seeing, we had all of the teachers stand up to see the
flip side. Once again, the facial expressions were obvious. The final part of the talk was why should someone be
limited in their choice of occupation by gender either way? Why should there be stereotypes on which gender

should or should not hold an occupation. The final take away was that students should strive to whatever occupation
they like; there shouldn’t be a limit.
Shannon Young
Assistant Principal

Foundation
We are thrilled to say that the students have settled back in smoothly after the snap lockdown. Thank you for all
your support in making the transition back to school easy and positive for the students. Parents have been fabulous
at dropping off their children and helping to get school routines happening by encouraging their child to carry, hang
up and unpack their own bag. Please ensure the reader bag is returned each day with the sight word folder, reader
and reading log so we can use them in the classroom.
Thank you to all those who attended Parent/Teacher Interviews, it is lovely to get to know our families better and
gain valuable insight into our students. We hope you have had a chance to watch our Information Session videos and
found them helpful. Please feel free to contact us if you have any questions about homework, reading, writing or
maths with your child.
Teddy Bear Picnic
Today we held our annual Teddy Bear Picnic. This is a highly anticipated event
for the buddies and aims to celebrate the Foundation students settling into
school life and the positive bond they have formed with their buddy in recent
weeks.
Foundation and Year 6 students shared a picnic snack together followed by
various picnic games on the oval such as egg and spoon and sack races.
Playing outside and lining up
An exciting part of our day has been exploring our playgrounds and playing with our buddies. The Year 6 students
have been wonderful role models and support for our Foundation students as they take them under their wing
during recess and lunch playtimes. They have been playing ‘Duck, Duck, Goose’ and Catch and Tag together and we
have enjoyed listening to all the laughter and squeals as the students play. Foundation students are also lining up at
the end of play times independently and it’s wonderful to see how safe and secure they feel in the school
environment to do this so confidently.
Maths
Data and Graphing - We have been having lots of fun learning to ask and answer simple yes/no questions to collect
data and sort our information into a picture graph. So far we have discovered everyone loves cake and not many
people like broccoli! Each day we are gathering, sorting and interpreting data based on questions students construct
with their class. There have been some interesting conversations and great connections made to our similarities and
differences as individuals.
Reading Focus
Looking for Treasures in Pictures - Our focus for reading at the moment is ‘looking for treasures’ in pictures. Looking
deeply at pictures helps readers gain more meaning and understanding of what they are reading and this helps them
to infer. For example, the text might say ‘Jane threw the ball.’ but the picture of Jane with a frowning expression on

her face tells us she is cross. From this we can infer that something has happened to Jane and she is now feeling
frustrated, upset or angry.
We have made our own ‘I Spy’ books and posters to share and practise the skill of looking carefully and finding
details in pictures. We have explored pictures when reading to infer and gain more information when reading texts
such as ‘Just Another Ordinary Day’ and ‘This is a Ball’.
Sounds
In March we will be looking at the letter sounds E, R, M, D, G, O and U and focussing on hearing and recording those
sounds in words. We are practising correct handwriting posture, pencil grip and letter formation of these letters as
well.
Assembly
Foundations students are looking forward to attending our first assembly on Friday 12 March at 9am in the Gym.
Student awards are presented, House Cup winners are celebrated and special events and achievements are shared.
PMP
We are excited to announce that PMP commenced on Monday 1 March.
Students have been climbing, balancing, throwing, catching and exploring
through various activities. We ask that girls wear socks, not tights, as it is
too slippery and have their hair tied back for vision. Also, they`ve found
out our black shoes can all look very similar! Can you please write their
name inside their shoes and encourage them to practise putting shoes and
socks on and off by themselves at home. We would really appreciate it as
62 pairs of little feet to get into socks and shoes on a tight time frame isn`t
easy! Thank you to those who have volunteered to help with PMP on
Monday afternoons. Here`s a few photos to give you a snapshot of our
PMP fun.

.

Junior School
Year 1:
Thank you to all who attended the Parent/Teacher Interviews last week. We believe that the partnership between
home and school is a vital part of your child’s learning and development.
In Literacy, we have continued to focus on narratives. Students have been working on developing each component of
a narrative in detail, such as characters, setting, problem and solution. Students have been engaging in one to one
conferences and discussing their strengths as a reader and a writer, as well as identifying and implementing
individual reading and writing goals. We have been explicitly focusing on the reading strategy ‘making predictions’
during Reader’s Workshop. Before reading with your child, ask them to make a prediction about what the story will
be about using the clues on the front and back cover.

Last week in Maths, students continued
to investigate measurement using
informal units. They identified and
recorded objects in their environment
and sorted them into shorter and longer
than 1m. This week, we have begun to
explore chance and probability focusing
on events that will happen, might
happen and won’t happen.

Our History focus has been to identify and describe the difference between past and
present, both within the school and the wider community. Students have absolutely
loved comparing and commenting on how things such as clothing, school, chores and
transport have changed. Next week a project task for History will be sent home. Keep
your eyes out for an instruction sheet that will be sent home in your child’s blue reader
folder. This will be a fantastic opportunity for your child to learn more about your family
in terms of traditions, culture and history!
This term our wellbeing focus has been to establish, develop and maintain positive
friendships. The Year 1 students have created some amazing classroom displays - see if
you can spot our FRIEND-SHIPS around the school!
Year 2:
The Year 2s are continuing to increase their reading stamina and have been learning about re-reading to regain their
focus. Students have discussed that reading is important to increase their knowledge, increase their vocabulary,
become a better writer and to increase their confidence. They have also explored a range of genres and their main
features, practising identifying what genres they are reading. Students have also been developing an understanding
of themselves as a reader and their reading preferences. Students have started to keep reading logs to monitor
themes and preferences. They have also been introduced to skills in finding new books to try based on their reading
log.
In Writing, students are focusing on what good writers do, discussing that they write neatly,
use capital letters, full stops and finger spaces. They enjoyed going on a dictionary dig,
learning about what a dictionary is, how to use it and finding different words and their
definitions. Students eagerly planned, drafted, revised and edited their own narratives,
examining their work to see if they could add any extra information that would strengthen
their writing. They also demonstrated their understanding of dictionaries by checking the
spelling of their words, ensuring that they sounded out the word and used the first few
letters to help them narrow down the search in the dictionary.
In Maths, students have continued to work on developing their
understanding of skip counting by tens, fives, twos and threes
from zero. We’ve also looked at skip counting by fours, sixes,
sevens, eights and nines and played the game ‘Buzz’ to practise
our skip counting verbally. Using interactive number lines and
100s charts have helped students to visually see how numbers
are arranged and organised. Students have furthered their
knowledge by discussing and recording their observations in
groups about the different features and patterns a particular

skip counting pattern has, for example when skip counting
by twos the numbers are either all odd or all even numbers
depending on the starting point.

Middle School
Year 3
The Year 3s continue to persist and persevere with new
concepts as the term progresses. We have moved into new
strategies such as summarising and synthesising in Reading
and the students are rising to the challenge. We have begun
to understand how different reading strategies can help us
while reading and support us to better understand a text. In
the next few weeks we will be looking into the text type of
Persuasive and using some of these strategies to help us to
interpret what a fact is versus an opinion.
As we move into the text type of Persuasive, the students
will be exploring the structure as well as how they can
develop an opinion about a topic and support it with facts
and evidence. Students will begin to explore topics that
interest them and develop a voice through their writing.
In Mathematics the Year 3s will be moving into learning all
about addition. Students will be developing their
understanding of strategies to help them solve a range of
mental addition problems. Strategies such as doubles and
partitioning are being explored through hands on games
and through the use of materials.

Homework has also begun and students are very excited to
get started with their spelling and multiplication tables.
Homework will be sent home on a Wednesday and is due
on the following Monday.

Year 4
In Year 4 we have just launched our new literacy unit, and
we are incredibly excited about it! For the rest of the term
we will be studying the amazing fantasy genre. With
our classes, we have started reading ‘How to Train Your
Dragon’ By Cressida Cowell, with a focus on how the author
describes the setting and characters, and how the language used sets the tone of text. In Writing, we are focussing
on the prewriting or ‘planning’ stage of writing, where we develop and revise our ideas for writing and organise
them into a coherent and logical plot line. Over the coming weeks, we will look at how we, as authors, can develop
our own relatable characters, develop detailed settings and finally write cohesive plot lines featuring fantasy

elements such as fantastical creatures and magic. At home, you might like to explore some fantasy books and movies
you know and love, and look for what elements fantasy texts have in common.
In Maths we have been studying addition and subtraction, and over the next fortnight will continue to focus on how
addition and subtraction are connected. This will involve investigating these numeracy concepts in depth, studying
different strategies and applications. Students will be involved in many hands on experiences and will apply what
they have learnt to open ended problems. You can support your child at home by investigating where addition and
subtraction are used in real world situations around you. Perhaps your child can assist with the shopping, rounding
the cost of different items and adding them together, then subtracting that number from how much money you plan
to spend? Perhaps you can estimate the number of kilometres or steps it will take to get to school, and add them up
over the week? Maths is everywhere, and the more we talk about everyday Maths with our children the deeper their
understanding will be!

Senior School
REMINDERS:
 Interrelate begins this Tuesday 9th March
 Yarra Hills Exploration Day consent due by Friday 5th March
 Summer Sports Round Robin Day consent and payment due by Friday 12th March
Year 5
Year 5 students have continued to explore sensory language as they wrote and published narrative texts. They wrote
to engage their audience by ‘showing’ them what is happening rather than telling them. They have continued to
revise the strategies used when reading and exploring their thinking in their Reader’s Notebook.
In Numeracy students explored Place Value using both extended form and extended notation. They were challenged
to explore how many different ways they could write numbers such as 4592 and discussed the strategies they used.
In our Health unit students explored the part a healthy diet has in maintaining our mental, physical and emotional
wellbeing. They created “Whoa, Slow, Go” posters to explore which foods we should eat most and least.

Year 6
Year 6 students have continued developing their
narratives in Writing this week. Students have been
involved in modelled writing, sharing their ideas and
creating a class narrative. During independent writing
time, students have been busily developing their
sequence of events and building towards their
resolution. In addition to this, students have been
focusing on their independent writing goals, in which
they collect evidence and demonstrate to the classroom
teacher during writing conferences that they are making
progress towards their writing goal. Students are
reminded to use editing time to revise and improve their
writing, with a focus on their individual learning goal.
One focus in our writing has been using figurative language to engage our reader. Students have been experimenting
with hyperboles, similes, metaphors etc to entertain their audience.
We look forward to publishing and sharing some of our narratives in the coming weeks.
Our Year 6 students are continuing to develop positive relationships with their Foundation buddies. Students
recently worked together to create a friendship display (located at the office), displaying the qualities of a good
friend.

March Charge
Finley Dickins in 6M is completing the March Charge this month to raise money for the Cancer Council, see below for
more details.

Harmony Day
On Friday 12 March we will be recognising Harmony Day at Ruskin Park. To show your support for Harmony Day and
the idea that everyone belongs we ask students to wear a splash of ORANGE on the day – it could be simply an
orange ribbon or orange socks!
Harmony Day is a day to celebrate Australian multiculturalism. Australia is one of the most successful multicultural
countries and we should celebrate this and work to maintain it. Harmony Day is about inclusiveness, respect and
belonging for all Australians, regardless of cultural or linguistic background. Harmony Day aims to engage the
Australian community, particularly young people, in celebrating the cohesive and inclusive nature of Australia.

Family and Friends
The arrival of the Easter Bunny is getting closer….
If at all possible could we please ask families to send along
a donation for the Easter Raffle. This could be chocolate
eggs or any Easter item suitable to be part of a hamper.
Raffle tickets have been sent home and we seek your support in selling these. They are $1.00 each. We need the
returned portion completed with a clearly written name, grade and phone number please so that we can get your
prize to you if you win. Yum! Please also include the money for the sold tickets.

Happy Birthday
These students have recently celebrated their birthdays
Ruth

Rhys

Cade

Ryder

Donald

Audrey

Eleanor

Lily

Donnie

Zac

Roda

Byron

Simon

Amelia

Dorothy

Ngunceu

Joshua

San Dim

Kayden

Ayden
Josh
Jack

THE RUSKIN PARK PRIMARY SCHOOL VISION
Every student at Ruskin Park Primary School can develop their natural curiosity
and imagination through new and engaging approaches to teaching and learning.
The encouragement of a positive attitude within a friendly community of learners
will promote success today, tomorrow and into the future.

THE RUSKIN PARK PRIMARY SCHOOL VALUES ARE
Building Friendship, Creativity, Honesty & Respect

